
Koryu no kata dai yon
Study based upon demonstrations by original students of Hideo Ohba Shihan

History of Koryu no kata
Takeshi Inoue, who knows in detail the background of the creation of the basic kata of the present 
Association wrote:

In about 1958, we practiced mainly the unsoku, tandoku undo, yonhon no kuzushi (the original version of 
the present nanahon no kuzushi) as well as the jugohon no kata (fifteen technique kata). In around 1960, 
the junanahon no kata (17 technique basic kata) and the roppon no kuzushi were created and then the dai-
san no kata was devised as a kata of classical techniques. During the mid-60 Ohba Sensei and others 
worked on the creation of the kata forms of the dai-ichi (first) to dai-roku (sixth), which we presently 
practice as the koryu no kata, in order to work on techniques for demonstrations and for purposes other 
than randori. What Ohba Sensei particularly stressed in formulating these kata was the organization of 
different techniques in such a way that students could learn connections between techniques easily and 
naturally. After he had organized the techniques to some extent, Ohba Sensei reported to Tomiki Sensei 
and demonstrated what he had done for him. He received some advice from Tomiki Sensei and then 
added corrections to the kata. ("Bujin Hideo Ohba," Kyogi Aikido Soseiki no Ayumi; Ohba Hideo Sensei 
o Shinobu, p. 67)

Edited by Eddy Wolput
7th dan aikido (JAA)
5th dan iaido (Muso Shinden Ryu style)
5th dan jodo (Shindo Muso Ryu style)



Koryu no kata dai yon demonstrated by 
• Sakai and Yamaguchi
• Inoue and Lee ah Loi

Biography from AikiNews Encyclopedia 1st edition 1991



Content
This kata has 3 parts :

• Shichihon no kuzushi omote waza - 7 methods of balance disturbing 
• Shichihon no kuzushi ura waza - 7 additional methods of balance disturbing
• Tachi waza - 11 standing techniques based upon kuzushi or balance disturbing

The performance of this kata must be done with big sweeping movements based upon 5 tegatana methods and circular stepping.
5 Tegatana methods

• uchi mawashi (inside sweep)
• soto mawashi (outside sweep)
• uchi gaeshi (inside turn)
• soto gaeshi (outside turn)
• o mawashi ( big sweep)

Circular stepping :
• Demawari (forward circular stepping)
• Hikimawari (backward circular stepping)

The combination of the 5 tegatana methods and the 2 methods of circular stepping can be found in the 8 sotai dosa ( 4 basic kuzushi and 4 basic tenkai 
kuzushi ). 
In the koryu no kata dai yon, the use of the 8 sotai is frequently used.

The use of centrifugal and centripetal forces must be understood to have full benefit of this kata.

The role of uke and tori in the kata.
Because this kata is a demonstration about how to create kuzushi, uke cannot fight against tori. Uke 
must accept the kuzushi and perform the prescribed ukemi. The 1st and 2nd part or the kata is a 
demonstration of basic patterns in the art of kuzushi, uke is giving his body and movement for a 
skillful demonstration by tori. The 3rd part of the kata, uke is not passive in the attack, uke must be 
very committed in the prescribed attack. Even at first sight there is only one sided attack in some 
parts of the kata, uke must always be prepared to do a second attack with the other hand (or other 
part of the body). It is the job of tori to create kuzushi after controlling the attack of uke.

The dynamic nature of this kata can only be demonstrated if tori and uke has sufficient skills in basic 
movements. In the "JAA syllabus", this kata is a compulsory component in achieving sandan level. 
Other groups can have different opinion on this kata.



Jodan kuzushi aigamae omote
When we compare the way of stepping between 2 versions, Sakai and Inoue, there is no difference. 
The movement of the hand in the final stage, there is a difference.



Jodan kuzushi gyaku gamae omote

Sakai is doing a backward circular step while lifting the hand (aiki age), the circular movement is continued. If we 
compare her movement with the wall in the back, we see almost no change in the vertical line.
Inoue is stepping to the side, and at this moment he start to do a backward circular step. His vertical line is 
moving more than Sakai.
These 2 different approaches has an influence :
Sakai is stretching uke in a vertical line and uses the power of rotation. Uke is stretched very high. 
Inoue is using more a horizontal  circular movement (on jodan level). 



Chudan kuzushi aigamae omote

Here is again a difference in the stepping pattern which has an influence on the way of rotating the body.
Sakai is almost staying with het vertical line on the same level, only the sideway stepping has an impact on the 
vertical line.
Inoue  is stepping forward and back of the turn. The vertical line is moving forward and back.
The method of Sakai has an influence on the way of turning, she is pushing the hand high to have a stronger turn.
Inoue is lifting his hand lower, this results in a more horizontal pattern.



Chudan kuzushi gyaku gamae omote

There is almost no difference in the body movements. It seems Inoue has a more forward posture.See his front 
knee. 



Gedan kuzushi aigamae omote

Sakai is moving to the side and back. Inoue is moving forward.
There is also a difference in posture.



Gedan kuzushi gyaku gamae omote



Ushiro waza omote



Jodan kuzushi aigamae ura
Movement pattern Sakai

Movement pattern Inoue



Jodan kuzushi gyaku gamae ura
Movement pattern Sakai

Movement pattern Inoue



Chudan kuzushi aigamae ura



Chudan kuzushi gyaku gamae 
ura



Gedan kuzushi aigamae ura



Gedan kuzushi gyaku gamae 
ura



Ushiro waza ura



Gyaku gamae ate



Gyaku gamae ate



Uchi ude hineri



Uchi sukui nage



Kote gaeshi



Juji garami



Gyakute kote hineri



Juji garami



Uchi sukui nage



Aiki age sukui nage



Tenkai kote gaeshi


